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President’s Introduction
As I write this at the end of my Presidential year, SPVS is in good shape. At the heart 
of what we do is networking and colleague support and we have built on this in 
2015, adding in new networking opportunities, Cyclescene and Spascene, and new 
initiatives to offer more support. 

We know our members value our salary and fee surveys and with the help of our IT 
Partners, Veterinary Insights, this is being developed further,  making it easier for 
practices to complete the survey online and adding a new ‘profitablity’ survey. Our 
Vet Viewer benchmarking initiative launched earlier this year is already sampling 200 
practices and is being used across the profession. At least two sessions at this year’s 
Congress will draw on this data.

Our relationship with VPMA continues to work well for both associations with our
CPD and Congress going from strength to strength. Particular thanks to Citation, 
Merial, Zoetis and Royal Canin for their support.

Finally my thanks to SPVS Officers and Council members, and to 
our Secretariat, who have all worked tirelessly on their different 
projects from our surveys to the new benchmarking service; 
from helping members with enquiries to overseeing our email 
discussion group; from co-editing the magazine to the society 
administration.
Nick Stuart, SPVS President

SPVS and RCVS Practice Standards Scheme
SPVS have been involved in the reshaping of the new Practice Standards Scheme. Jacqui Molyneux, a past President of SPVS, has 
been at the forefront of these changes on behalf of RCVS and SPVS, led by Anna Judson have been active members of the Practice 
Standards Group. The new standards are more focussed on behaviours and include the new awards recognising customer service, 
the practice team, clinical care and out of hours. This is a welcome development and SPVS will continue to follow progress.

New Offices
After 12 happy years at their Governor’s 
House office, the SPVS secretariat, 
Claire, Sally and Sarah had to find new 
premises when the property was sold 
for redevelopment.  But they are now 
very happily rehomed in a light and airy 
first floor office above the old fashioned 
sweet shop at Hatton Country World 
just outside Warwick trying to resist 
the temptation of 30 different flavours 
of fudge from the shop below.  Do call 
in to see them if you are in the area.  
Address and telephone at the foot of 
the report

www.spvs.org.uk

Making our Voice Heard
Many of our members are practice owners at the sharp end, which 
is why SPVS opinion is requested and valued.  In 2015, SPVS Council 
Members have contributed to discussions on, for instance, Vet Futures, 
Mind Matters, the BVA discussions on Governance, and how best to 
tackle the shortage of experienced vets.    
SPVS comments are increasingly sought by the veterinary press where 
the view of the practice owner is relevant and we have been quoted 
in leading articles in the Vet Times and other publications on several 
occasions throughout the year.  In a further development, VBJ will 
become our media partner for our CPD programme and Focus Days  
in 2016.
Our enhanced surveys and benchmarking will help to make SPVS voice 
even more relevant going forward. 
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VET recruitment is a significant and 

widespread problem – especially for 

roles requiring extensive prior expe-

rience, a SPVS survey has revealed.

More than 80 per cent of respondents 

to the SPVS recruitment survey tried to 

hire a vet in the previous year and 70 

per cent of those said it took up to three 

months to � nd a suitable candidate.

Nearly 20 per cent of respondents said 

it took between six and nine months to 

� ll a role, while almost � ve per cent said

it took more than nine months.

Many respondents used the survey 

to share reasons they struggled to � nd 

a suitable vet. Among them was poor 

selection at university leading to appli-

cants having unrealistic ideas about 

what constituted a desirable vet job.

Other reasons were vets becoming 

increasingly specialised while most jobs 

were for GP practitioners, and European 

applicants lacking the required training 

or language skills to practise in the UK.

Feminisation of the profession was 

seen as a major reason for the shortfall 

of British veterinary surgeons in 35 of 

197 written replies.
The SPVS received 326 responses to 

the survey; 55 per cent were practice 

owners or partners, 28 per cent were 

practice managers, 3 per cent were joint 

venture partners and 8 per cent were 

veterinary assistants.
Two-thirds of respondents were from 

small animal practice, with a quarter 

from mixed practice.ExperienceAlmost 40 per cent of respondents said 

they were only looking for vets with at 

least four years’ experience.

An experienced or recent graduate 

with one to four years’ experience was 

sought by 17 per cent, while six per 

cent wanted a new or recent graduate.

New graduates were wanted by just 

two per cent and seven per cent wanted 

a vet with any level of experience.

A shortage of required skills or unsuit-

able applicants was the main dif� culty 

in recruitment (79 per cent). Other bar-

riers included geographical location (36 

per cent) and long hours (29 per cent).

Overall, 54 per cent of respondents 

felt they did not find a suitable can-

didate and more than 80 per cent of 

respondents, irrespective of whether 

they had tried to recruit, said there was 

a shortage of experienced vets.

New graduates
Many respondents felt young vets are 

unable to cope with general practice.

They said new graduates lack basic 

skills on joining the profession and 

suffer high levels of stress as a result, 

causing them to leave before gaining 

the experience to overcome problems.

Many applicants automatically dis-

regarded any job with out-of-hours 

duties, said 65 respondents.

Increased specialisation was cited 

as a reason for a lack of GP veterinary 

applicants. A loss of interest in mixed 

species and general practice was also 

identi� ed as a contributing factor.

Mixed practice is a springboard into 

small or large animal specialities, said 

some respondents, leaving few vets 

with mixed skills after four years.

Some felt expanding corporate prac-

tices are mopping-up many applicants, 

and there are more “career locums”.

Others suggested the limits on clinical 

freedom and lower starting salaries in 

corporate practice could be causing dis-

illusionment and turning young people 

away from the profession.

While some respondents said they 

widened advertising to EU sites and 

found excellent candidates, a third 

stated EU applicants were unsuitable 

due to insuf� cient relevant experience, 

cultural differences and poor English.

Calls for the Government to allow 

more vets from Australia, New Zealand, 

South Africa and the United States into 

the country to address the shortfall 

were received from 25 respondents. 

As a result, SPVS is calling for vets to be 

added to the shortage occupation list.

While recruiting from further overseas 

may ease short-term problems for prac-

tices, it is clear there is a need for much 

change in the profession to encourage 

young vets to commit to a long-term 

future, SPVS said in its report.

“More work needs to be done to 

identify if there really is attrition in the 

profession after the four-year mark and, 

if so, what the contributing factors are,” 

stated the report.
SPVS president Nick Stuart said prac-

tices struggled to � nd three-year qual-

i� ed assistants in particular, 

CALL TO INCLUDE 

VETS ON SHORTAGE 

OCCUPATION LIST
report byHolly Kernothollykernot

@vbd.co.uk01733 383562

VETS saved the life of a dog that bit off more than it could chew – and got 

a pig’s trotter stuck in its oesophagus.

One-year-old bullmastiff Maggie was rushed to Cardiff PDSA Pet Hospital 

after devouring pig treats. An x-ray confi rmed the extent of the blockage.

PDSA nurse Karen Jones said: “Maggie was panting heavily and had a 

high temperature when she came in. We warned Maggie’s owner of the high 

risks when operating under general anaesthetic, but it was the only way 

we could remove the trotter as it was lodged so far down her oesophagus.

“We also removed a pig’s tail in Maggie’s stomach, as it may not have 

passed safely through her digestive system.”

Maggie went home the following day with a course of antibiotics.

Owner Christine Ramsay said: “We have fed Maggie trotters before and 

she normally chews them, but this time she wolfed it down and it got stuck.

“We can’t thank PDSA vets enough. We are relieved Maggie is back to 

her mad, happy self.”

Trotters o�  Maggie’s menu

Maggie with nurse Karen Jones and vet surgeon Robert Isherwood.
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The new Healthcare Plan

Enhance your Practice income whilst making it easy for 

your clients to manage their pet’s healthcare routines. 

Simplified billing & payments

Greater customer 
contact & retention

Regular income 
& consistent 
cash-flow

Additional sales 
of pet food & 
accessories  
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NEWS 3
July 6, 2015

Got a story? Call the Newsdesk on 01733 383561/383562

Animal health professionals not eligible for free copies of Veterinary Times may subscribe; the rate is £210 a year (UK) and £330 a year (overseas). To subscribe call  01733 383539

In briefIn brief

A FREE diagnostic test that identifies oedema disease in pigs is being offered to UK farmers for the first time.  
The STEC-Check test can be carried out through the farmer’s vet and provides a quick and accurate diagnosis. The test can quickly identify oedema disease and enables vets to identify the Escherichia coli sub-types producing Shiga toxin associated with this disease. 

Faeces and/or intestinal samples are sent to validated laboratories and results can be confirmed in a few days.
The company offering the test is Hysolv Animal Health UK. Its spokesman Richard Brealey said: “Oedema is a lethal infectious disease, primarily among young piglets, and can be confused with other clinical signs.” The Animal Health and Plant Agency, Weybridge and 

SAC Consulting Veterinary Services at Penicuik, will carry out the tests for the UK and Ireland.Mr Brealey added: “Oedema disease is not always obvious and may be masked or controlled by the use of antibiotics, or use of zinc oxide or low-protein feeds, 

Free test to boost Shiga toxin vaccine

  NEW FOODS: An RSPCA 
assured ethical food label 
has been launched in a bid to 
improve the lives of farmed 
animals, salmon and trout. The 
label, which replaces the RSPCA’s 
former Freedom Food mark on 
eggs, meat, dairy products and 
fish sold in UK outlets, makes 
it easy for shoppers to find 
products from animals that 
have had a “better“ life. RSPCA 
Assured means the product has 
come from a farm inspected 
to the charity’s higher welfare 
standards. RSPCA Assured 
products are being rolled out 
into Sainsbury’s, Aldi, The 
Co-operative Food and Lidl. For 
more information, visit www.
rspcaassured.org.uk

  FARMING SURVEY: The 
public’s positive view of farmers 
has grown for the fourth year, 
according to a OnePoll survey. 
The survey showed 68 per cent 
of people in England and Wales 
share a favourable, or very 
favourable, view of UK farmers – 
up from 60 per cent in  
2012. More than 90 per cent 
thought agriculture was 
important to the UK economy 
and 75 per cent believed farmers 
had a beneficial, or very  
beneficial, effect. 

  MASTITIS TEST: Synergy 
Farm Health is working with 
clients on a pilot on-farm 
mastitis test. It is hoped it 
will result in more targeted 
treatment mastitis protocols 
while significantly reducing 
unnecessary use of antibiotics. 
The kit enables farmers to test 
cattle on-farm and get results 
in 24 hours. Maker of the kit, 
Vétoquinol, approached Synergy 
Farm Health to run the pilot that 
involves eight dairy farms in 
Dorset and Somerset. Visit  
www.synergyfarmhealth.com 

  CALL FOR LAW CHANGE: 
Cats Protection has renewed 
calls to update dangerous dogs 
laws following a savage attack 
that left a cat needing a leg 
amputation. The charity says 
it sees 10 cats per month on 
average that are victims of  
dog attacks. 

  PCR RESULTS: Vets can now 
obtain PCR results within 75 
minutes using the new PCRun 
Veterinary Molecular Detection 
Kit for companion animal 
infectious diseases. Producer 
Biogal Galed Labs says the kit 
eliminates the need to send 
tests off for analysis, as they 
can be processed in-practice. 
The kits are available for 
canine Leptospira, Ehrlichia 
canis, Babesia canis, Parvovirus, 
Anaplasma platys, Leishmania 
and feline Mycoplasma 
haemofelis. Contact UK supplier 
Woodley Equipment via email at 
sales@woodleyequipment.com

  WRITE FOR US: Veterinary 
Times is looking for new authors 
and articles for publication. 
Subject matter can be clinical, 
surgical, research or medicine. 
If you are interested, please 
contact Jackie Morrison at 
jackiemorrison@vbd.co.uk

A VET fighting to eradicate rabies has visited the headquarters of MSD Animal Health to thank the “amazing” staff who create vaccines.Luke Gamble, founder and chief executive of charity Mission Rabies, said he wanted to show staff what vital work they were doing and how grateful he was. In less than two years, as part of its ongoing support for rabies prevention, MSD Animal Health has donated more than 200,000 doses of Nobivac Rabies to the charity to help in its work in India, Malawi and Sri Lanka.Following a presentation to employees, Mr Gamble said: “I wanted to talk face-to-face with the guys who make the vaccine so they can appreciate the flow through of what they’re doing, where their vaccine goes and how it’s being utilised. I think these guys are amazing and I want them all to really understand how important their work is in saving the lives of people and dogs. I hope it inspires them; it’s certainly inspired me.”Mr Gamble founded the Worldwide Veterinary Service in 2003 and Mission Rabies in 2013. Around 59,000 people die from rabies each year, most of them children.
MSD Animal Health began supporting rabies prevention 15 years ago. Amanda Melvin, Nobivac senior brand manager, said: “Every vet understands 

V E T E R I N A R Y  f e e s  h a v e increased across all sectors in the past 12 months, according to the SPVS Fees Survey 2015. 
While there were decreases for some procedures, around 75 per cent of small animal prac-

tices and 79 per cent of equine practices increased their fees in the past year, with 47.8 per cent of large animal practices also putting up fees during the same period.  
The survey also showed an increasing divergence between fees for routine procedures between different small animal practices. Different vaccina-

tions, for example, were up between 3.3 per cent and 7.3 per cent, with cat dental treat-
ments and pyometra surgery also reflecting the trend. 

The biggest increase was out-of-hours (OOH) call out fees, which rose an average of 18.6 per cent. 
Speaking about the reasons, BVA senior vice-president Robin Hargreaves said many prac-

tices now had a choice about whether to continue providing their own OOH service. 

He said: “Those that opt to continue, instead of outsourc-
ing, have to compensate staff for this demanding antisocial work through pay or time off. Practices are likely now to think more about the cost and seek to cover those costs, rather than cross-subsidise from routine work, as may have been the case in the past.”

Adding value
SPVS treasurer and fees sur-
vey author Peter Brown said fee increases tended to be for treatments such as endos-
copy and ultrasound – services requiring professional skills and expertise. He said this was where vets were able to add value and increase charges.  
Mr Brown said: “Vets are increasingly operating in a competitive market. For prac-

tices to remain profitable, we 

need to look at the professional services we offer and make sure we value our professional  time appropriately.” 
Equine fees showed an over-

all drop of 3.5 per cent on the bundle price, comprising initial routine examination, five-stage prepurchase examination, rou-
tine dental examination and float, colic examination and the cost of sedation/waiting. 

The fee for sedating a horse and wait ing whi le  i t  was prepped ranged from £12.50 to £93.82. The overall fee was 12.5 per cent lower than last year, making it the largest fee reduction for the sector. At the other end of the scale, the cost of scanning a mare using ultrasound to detect pregnancy increased by 17.3 per cent. 
Large animal veterinary fees appeared more tightly con-

strained by the commercial realities of farming, with the range of fees supplied tending to be lower. The overall price rise for the bundle of fees, comprising routine calving, foot trimming, elective caesarean and hourly rates for fertility 

work and herd health schemes, stood at 4.1 per cent. 
The cost of paring the hind-

feet of a cow without sedation was the greatest increase – up 24.4 per cent. Prices ranged from £19 to £70. 
Issuing a prescription to a farm client decreased by 1.6 per cent. While some practices do not charge for the service, the survey found the most expensive fee was £48.  

‘Fascinating insight’
SPVS president Nick Stuart said varying fees, particularly within the small animal sector, pro-
vided a “fascinating insight” into various financial models and challenges practices to review how they construct fees. It also suggests there is scope for practices to grow profitability and understanding the market will help them to do that, he said. 
Mr Stuart noted the pro-

fession was facing real chal-
lenges, which were reflected in  the survey.  

Mr Hargreaves said clients and practices had choices that 

impacted on practice econom-
ics. “Internet drug sales are increasing and clients are enti-
tled to exercise that choice. However, practice overheads do not diminish, so lost revenue from medicines that accom-

pany diagnosis has to be made up by fee increases, if staff are to be remunerated and prem-
ises and equipment mainlined and enhanced.” 

Other pressures on practice costs include the increase in veterinary graduate debt and the provision of CPD for the whole team, he said. 
“Ultimately, veterinary busi-

nesses must be sustainable and develop with fair, but realistic, charging. The need for sus-
tainable business models has already come through as one of the major themes of the BVA/
RCVS Vet Futures project,” Mr Hargreaves added. 

SPVS will be developing its fee survey to dovetail with Veterinary Insights’ new bench-
marking service, which will help practices set more accurate fee levels. For details, visit www.
spvs.org.uk

report by
Holly
Kernot
hollykernot@vbd.co.uk
01733 383562

Vet says thanks to vaccine workers

the close bond owners have with their dogs. When there’s a risk of rabies, that relationship can become lethal for the human and dog population. We want to see the end of this deadly disease, but need the help of vets everywhere. By vaccinating pets in your clinic with Nobivac vaccines our company will donate doses of Nobivac Rabies.” 
A spokesman for MSD Animal Health added: “We have been donating Nobivac Rabies vaccine for use in all the various Mission Rabies campaigns since it started in 2013. This arrangement is planned to continue under an agreement between the two organisations that will shortly be signed.”David Sutton, global technical director responsible for the MSD Animal Health small animal vaccines, 

Left to right: Amanda Melvin; Andy Gibson, Mission Rabies epidemiology research manager; Luke Gamble; David Sutton; Frederic Lohr, Mission Rabies international liaison officer;  and Kate Shervell, Mission Rabies  international director.

said: “World Rabies Day on September 28 is a great opportunity for everybody to get involved and show support for people living in communities affected by the disease. Vaccinate pets in your clinic and save lives far from home.”
To participate, contact your MSD Animal Health representative or visit www.afya.org or http://rabiesalliance.org/world-rabies-day

Fees rise as practices meet cost pressure, shows survey

which can also negatively affect productivity. This  test will help confirm the presence of Shiga toxin-producing E coli on the farm, a cause of serious losses in individual herds.”
“A vaccine, Ecoporc Shiga from Hysolv Animal Health, has been recently licensed for use in the UK. There is pressure on vets and farmers to reduce the use of antimicrobials, and vaccination, together with other measures, will help them to do this,” he added. In Germany, where Ecoporc Shiga was developed, a nationwide study showed 59 per cent of farms where oedema was suspected were affected by Shiga toxin. In the UK, farmers will be able to carry out a calculation of their return on investment online, using a smartphone or by visiting www.shigatoxin.com
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Benchmarking and Surveys
A key benefit we offer SPVS members are our fees and salary surveys and we 
have built on these by adding additional surveys and benchmarking initiatives.  
The first of these, the Vet Viewer Benchmarking Survey, was launched at 
Congress 2015 in partnership with Veterinary Insights.  This sort of data, as well 
as being of real value to individual practices, will make our voice very relevant 
within the profession. 

Fellow associations and other relationships
SPVS representatives attended our fellow association congresses and enjoyed a variety of dinners and banquets as guests of their
respective presidents. These included BSAVA, BVNA, BEVA, BCVA, AVSNPI (held on the border between Northern and Southern 
Ireland)and BVA Congress at LVS.

We continue our strong relationship with VDS and attended their recent graduate reunions across the year. An excellent 
opportunity for SPVS to reinforce their support for the newer members of the profession and to keep in touch with the concerns 
and aspirations of younger vets.

Networking
Networking is at the heart of SPVS philosophy; offering a place where likeminded 
vets can come together to exchange ideas and experiences and in so doing improve 
their businesses and their lives.   Our ‘scenes’ are an important part of this as is our 
email forum, our annual Christmas dinner and, of course, Congress and our Regional 
CPD and Focus Days

www.spvs.org.uk

Snowscene
A party of 60 including 45 delegates 
made their way to Italian Dolomites 
for a week of superb skiing and 
excellent lectures from Alan Robinson, 
Vet Dynamics and Mark Pattinson, 
Heart Vets.  

Cyclescene
Cyclescene, new for 2015, was led 
by Brian Faulkner and  attended by 
17 keen (and not so keen) cyclists. 
The venue was Provence in the South 
of France which provided some 
challenging routes, including Mount 
Ventoux, as well as more relaxing 
cycling for the less ambitious. CPD 
was from Brian Faulkner and James 
Cronin of Legal Eight.

Spascene
This was Anna Judson’s initiative for 
the less physically energetic members.  
It was held at the luxurious Hoar Cross 
Hotel in Staffordshire with excellent 
and thought provoking CPD from 
Katherine Eitel, Lioness Learning.  



Discussion Group
It has been a busy year on the SPVS discussion forum with over 300 different 
topics discussed in the last 6 months alone.  Some of these are clinical from 
abscesses in rams to rodent anaesthesia.  Others are managerial from discussions 
on phone recording to pay rises and bonuses.  And sometimes it is just a general 
chat over rugby tickets or moral support on a bad day.  There is always a friendly 
ear and often a bad joke!

Support for younger vets
The Lancaster Final Year Seminar , supported by  SPVS Educational Trust,  RCVS 
and BVA will celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2017. This iconic event has gone 
from strength to strength, led by Catriona Curtis and this year there were over 
175 students with every vet school in the UK represented.
The feedback is always exceptional and most students say it is the most valuable
thing they do prior to graduating. Thanks in particular to Virbac, Hills, VDS, 
Citation and Elanco for their support.

SPVS also support younger vets and students through the VDS recent graduate 
reunion, our CV reading service and the 5 to 15 years qualified lunch at Congress.

SPVS/VPMA Congress
Over 470 delegates, of which 40% were 
Practice Owners attended the third combined 
VPMA/SPVS Congress in January 2015 at 
the Celtic Manor Resort in Newport, South 
Wales.  Many practices brought several 
members of their teams and in total over 200 
different practices were represented.  At the 
time of writing, registrations were up again 
for Congress 2016 and we predict over 500 
delegates.  The exhibition sold out early in 
the year with 62 stands and a waiting list.  
Platinum sponsors are Citation and Merial.

SPVS/VPMA Regional CPD and Focus Days
We ran 14 regional CPD events plus 2 Focus Days in 2015 and a special
workshop on the new Practice Standards Scheme in partnership with RCVS.
In 2016, there will be 16 events, including a 2 day H&S workshop and we will
run our first event in Northern Ireland in partnership with AVSPNI. Three of
our events will be run in association with BVNA, a partnership which seems to
work well for both associations

Our Focus on Technology will include digital marketing and Focus on the
Practice Team will have a stream dedicated to reception. Sponsors are again
Zoetis and Royal Canin and VBJ will be our media partner.

CPD, Focus Days and Congress were led by Brian Faulkner in 2015.
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Magazine
Practice Life, the membership magazine produced jointly with VPMA,
goes out to members in March, June, September and December. The
editorial team, represented by Steph Writer-Davies for SPVS, have 
endeavoured to ensure that the content continues to be topical and 
relevant. Responses to an on-line survey suggest we have mostly 
achieved that; comments and suggestions made have been noted for 
further development of the magazine and its website.

www.spvs.org.uk

Mind Matters and Practice 
Wellbeing
Mind Matters is the RCVS initiative to 
tackle mental health problems within the 
profession and to promote better mental 
wellbeing within practice.   Stress, anxiety 
and depression are all growing problems in 
our society and are much too prevalent in 
our profession.  Nick Stuart has represented 
SPVS on the Mind Matters working party 
and is proposing a new SPVS Wellbeing 
Award in partnership with Mind Matters.  
This will recognise practices that understand 
the importance of a culture of health 
and wellbeing in their practice and have 
initiatives and systems in place to encourage 
this.  We will run a Mind Matters stream at 
Congress 2016.
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Membership
Membership has remained stable over the past 3 years with members leaving
comfortably replaced by 228 new members in 2015. Practice membership in 
particular is up by almost 50% since 2008, with practices taking advantage of 
CPD and Congress member rates for their staff. 

From February 1st, an enhanced offer to Practice members will encourage this 
area of growth further. We also intend to make SPVS more welcoming to non-
MRCVS  members going forward to reflect the increasingly mixed ownership  
of practice.
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Income

Expenses

Unit 19a, Hatton Country World, Hatton, Warwick, CV35 8XA

Tel: 01926 840318

www.spvs.org.uk

Financial Report SPVS Year-Ending September 2015
This year, to coincide with SPVS incorporation as a company limited by
guarantee, our financial year-end has changed from December to September,
to help prepare the accounts in time for our annual Congress. This means there
are some variations caused by amounts being carried over from one year to
the next. Nonetheless it is gratifying to report that our finances are in good
shape, because whilst membership income has remained static, the surplus
generated by our CPD events has increased to £82,000. A further £27,700 was
brought forward from last year’s Congress. Stripping out this, and the income
from magazine advertising and sponsorship (which is offset against magazine
costs), means total income has increased by 80% over the same period
last year.

Expenses too have been well controlled, with Council costs down by 37%
on the previous year, though this is likely to reduce to about 20% once
outstanding amounts have been claimed. Office and Staff Costs fell by 1%.
Other major expenditure has been Practice Life Magazine at a net cost to SPVS 
of £10,170 (down 8% on last year), professional expenses associated with
incorporation (which at £8,000 are the same as last year), and promotional
and advertising costs of £10,500 (a reduction of 7% on last year). Overall,
net expenditure is down by 13%, leaving a surplus of £94,000 for the period,
compared with £6,400 last year.

SPVS net assets, including investments of £40,000 and tangible fixed assets
of £4,000, now stand at £410,000 compared to £309,000 at the end of
December 2014 when the last set of accounts was prepared.

Clearly finances are in good health.  However, there has been a deliberate 
policy to build our reserve to cover our increased risk as our activities, 
particularly Congress, grow.  Now we have built this reserve, Council will 
consider future investment and spending for the benefit of our members. 

Peter Brown, SPVS Treasurer


